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Abstract—Chat conversations are used for a large range of
Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) tasks
especially because they allow the creation of multiple
conversation threads that run in parallel. Thus, several different
topics can be debated at the same time, fostering the exploitation
of different ideas and facilitating collaborative knowledge
creation. In order to detect these threads, our method proposed
to firstly detect the links that arise between the utterances of a
conversation. From a computational linguistics perspective, there
is a wide variety of different types of links between utterances
and there is no mechanism to compute all of them. This paper
proposes to explain to what degree semantic similarity measures
from Natural Language Processing (NLP) may be used to detect
the links that arise between utterances in CSCL chat
conversations and which is the effectiveness of applying solely
this technique for implicit links identification.
Keywords—Chat Conversations, CSCL, Natural Language
Processing, Semantic Relatedness, Latent Semantic Analysis,
Implicit Links

I. INTRODUCTION
Chat conversations are used in a large range of ComputerSupported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) activities, especially
for debating and solving difficult problems [1]. One of the
supposed reasons for the successful integration of chats in
many CSCL tasks is that they allow the existence of parallel
discussion threads that inter-animate throughout the discussion
[2].
Discourse analysis does not provide a theory suitable for
processing multi-party conversation chats. However, there are
some new theories that propose the use of conversation or
coherence graphs for chat analysis [1, 2]. At the base of these
theories is the existence of a multitude of links – explicit or
implicit – between utterances that might explain the evolution
of the discussion threads. These links have been primarily
connected with the notion of outer voices or echoes introduced
by Bakhtin’s dialogic theory [3]. This model also defined the
notions of heteroglossia, inter-animation and polyphony in
discourse [3, 4], and it has been proposed by some researchers
as a new theory of learning to be used for any CSCL task [5].
This learning theory is applied mainly to text-based
collaborative learning situations where utterances can be
associated with voices. Thus, the study of the “participants'

voices (and the voices within their voices)” [5] acknowledges
that each utterance has an inner or specific voice of the
participant which uttered it, but also complex echoes from
previous voices. Determining and analyzing this linkage
between voices would provide a powerful method for
analyzing learning and knowledge building both at an
individual level, but also at the group level (e.g. social
influence or collaborative knowledge construction).
Furthermore, there have been studies that showed the
existence of a connection between dialogism used for learning
and thinking skills: the quality of individual thinking can be
improved by improving the quality of dialogue (online and
offline) and that “individual thinking skills originate in
conversations, where we learn to reason, to evaluate, to join in
creative play and to provide relevant information” [6].
However, the main difficulty is to determine the quality of a
conversation, especially in online multi-party discussions. We
have proposed that the degree of inter-animation in a
conversation can be used to assess its quality [2] especially due
to the fact that inter-animation assumes that meaning arises not
from a single utterance, but rather from the interaction between
them. This interaction between utterances is an important
aspect in collaborative learning.
Thus the focus is not on the individual participant or
utterance, but on the inter-play that appears between different
utterances and between different participants. Inter-animation
and polyphony have been previously proposed for assessing the
quality of problem solving tasks using chat conversations [2, 7]
or for detecting pivotal moments in online discussions by
identifying the changes in the degree of inter-animation
throughout a discussion [8]. Moreover, inter-animation has
been also linked to meaning making [9] and knowledge
building [10] activities.
The inter-animation of voices in a conversation may be
represented through the links between the utterances, either
explicit or implicit. In many conversation environments, such
as online discussion forums, and special chat systems
developed for CSCL, the participants are able to highlight
explicitly one or more previous utterances the current one is
responding to. However, many links to antecedent replies
remain implicit, either due to the fact that the participants are
not always using the explicit referencing feature, or because the
current utterance is linked to many previous ones and it is

difficult to link explicitly to all of them. Determining the interanimation in a conversation is related to finding the implicit
links (or references) between its utterances.
However, the discovery of these implicit links is a difficult
task, mainly because of the multitude distinct types of links that
may arise in a multi-party chat conversation [11]. For example,
links can arise at different NLP levels: lexical links,
continuation of utterances (which may be considered broken
utterances or syntactic links), semantic links, and pragmatic
and conversation specific references. All of these different
types of links and some computational linguistics methods for
detecting them are presented in [11].
This paper will focus on providing an answer to a rather
simpler and more specific research question: “How useful is
semantic similarity alone for detecting links arising in CSCL
chat conversations?” Knowing the answer to this question, we
can then move on to different and more complex types of
references, together with more complicated NLP processing for
detecting them. This question is of particular interest because
many CSCL applications that are processing either
conversations or written texts (e.g. summaries, essays, etc.) are
mainly using different similarity relatedness methods
(presented in the next section) for assessing the cohesion of the
analyzed texts. However, they may miss important links that
are not detectable using semantic similarity alone and this is
the most important result of this work.
The outline of the paper is the following: section 2 presents
the different methods that can be used for assessing the
semantic similarity between words and even utterances. In
section 3 is introduced a small corpus with multi-party CSCL
conversations for which we present statistics about the explicit
links available in these discussions. Section 4 offers several
results and statistics on how useful is the semantic similarity
alone to detect the explicit links in the conversations from out
corpus. The paper ends with concluding remarks about the
scope and effectiveness of using semantic similarity for
detecting references between utterances.
II. LINKS BASED ON SEMANTIC SIMILARITY BETWEEN
UTTERANCES
Semantic relatedness between proximal words is one of the
characteristics of the context in most coherent discourses,
revealing the meaning of any word. Therefore, semantics in
linguistics is related to determining the meaning or
interpretation of any occurrence of a lexical item. In any
language, genre or discourse a word’s true meaning can only
be understood in its context, as it may interconnect with other
meanings specific to that specific language, genre or discourse.
The problem of understanding and assessing the semantic
information underlying in any spoken or written discourse has
been widely researched from the beginnings of the Artificial
Intelligence research. However, although several methods have
been proposed for solving this problem, there is no consensus
about the most suitable one even in our days. In this context,
there is a need to employ a diversity of techniques for assessing
the semantic relatedness of words and phrases. A first
differentiation between the various methods would be to
classify them in “strong” semantics and “weak” semantics. The

strong semantics techniques rely on general, domain and
discourse ontologies [12]. Especially with the development of
the Semantic Web, several general or upper level ontologies
(e.g. DOLCE, CYC, DBpedia) have been developed and they
can also be used for discourse processing.
However, during the last two decades other methods for
computing the relatedness of words have been developed
starting from exploiting the proximity information available in
the large volumes of discourse corpora, especially texts, which
have been published online or have been digitized using
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technologies. These
methods may be called weak semantics because they do not
define any underlying semantic model between the words or
concepts, but rather exploit the probability distribution and the
statistics of two words co-appearing together in a given
discourse unit (adjacent words, sentence, paragraph, document,
etc.). As the strong AI methods for semantics need a
knowledge base or an ontology developed by specialists (e.g.
linguists, domain experts, etc.) they are also called knowledgebased methods. On the other hand, the statistical “weak AI”
semantic models only require a large volume of corpora in
order to compute the relatedness of any two words and are
therefore known as corpus-based methods.
A. Knowledge-based Methods for Semantic Similarity
These methods primarily use lexical resources built by
linguists, for example dictionaries, thesauri and lexical
ontologies [13]. The use of dictionaries, such as the Longman
Dictionary of Contemporary English (LDOCE), or thesauri, as
the Roget-structured thesauri, provides the simplest
knowledge-based methods for computing similarity between
words by turning these resources into simple networks through
the use of headwords in LDOCE or categories and indexes in
Roget thesauri. A simple method for computing the semantic
relatedness of two words based solely on their lexicon
definitions is the Lesk measure defined for word sense
disambiguation [14] that is proportional to the number of
common words in the two definitions.
However, the most popular methods for computing the
semantic similarity or relatedness between two words or
concepts are defined for ontologies. Most of them have been
especially constructed for the linguistic ontology (or lexical
database) WordNet [15] and make use of the different types of
relations defined in it: synonyms, antonyms, related words,
hypernyms, hyponyms, meronyms and holonyms. However,
they are also working for other semantic networks and upper
level ontologies.
B. Corpus-Based Methods for Semantic Similarity
These methods have been widely used in the last years as a
complement and even as an alternative to knowledge-based
methods for computing semantic relatedness. Instead of using
human-assembled linguistic knowledge, these techniques
process large amounts of text (or other type of discourse)
corpora and then use the statistics of words co-appearances in a
given unit of analysis (utterance, paragraph, whole document,
web page, etc.).

Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [16] is such a technique
that has been successfully used for many NLP tasks, including
computing the semantic similarity. It uses a singular value
decomposition (SVD) in order to reduce the dimensionality of
the term-document matrix computed for all the texts in the
analyzed corpus. Thus, after performing SVD on the termdocument matrix, the dimensionality of the diagonal matrix
composed of the singular values is reduced to contain only the
most important k elements. These are the largest singular
values, with k usually chosen between 100..300, although
slightly greater values may be used for specific tasks and large
corpora. This reduced dimensionality space is also called the
latent semantic space and may be used to compute the
similarity between words, word sets and texts by using cosine
similarity for the document vectors in this reduced space.

In order to understand how implicit links work, studying
the statistics of the usage of explicit links in these real-world
conversations may provide useful information. To start with,
Table 1 provides basic information about the chats: the number
of utterances, the number of explicit links used by the
participants and the ratio of explicit links per utterance. These
results may be extrapolated for other multi-party chat
conversations especially if they are created in an educational
context. The average ratio shows that more than two out of
three utterances (68%) are using an explicit reference to denote
its interaction with one of the previous turns.
TABLE I.

THE USAGE OF EXPLICIT LINKS IN A CORPUS OF 8 MULTIPARTY CHAT C ONVERSATIONS

Chat ID

III. THE DISTRIBUTION OF EXPLICIT LINKS IN A CORPUS OF
MULTI-PARTY CSCL CHATS
Some of the tools used for online discussions allow the
usage of references between different utterances. Because these
links (references) are added by the users when they are issuing
a new utterance (chat reply, post, comment, message, tweet,
etc.), they are called explicit especially due to the fact that the
user had the option to explicitly select a previous utterance and
connect to it. However, in most cases each utterance can only
be explicitly linked to a single previous one. This is usually the
case of discussion boards or forums, but there are also chat
environments, such as ConcertChat [17], that provide the same
facilities.
The role of explicit links is to guide the conversation and
simplify the context of an utterance for the other participants in
the discussion. Moreover, explicit links may also be used to
structure conversations into threads that are similar to the ones
in online discussion forums. In multi-party online
conversations explicit links play an even more important role
than in other types of discussions due to the fact that multiple
conversation threads arise naturally. Moreover, in many cases
it would be useful to be able to explicitly select more than a
single utterance as a reference for the current one. This is the
case especially the case for online chat conversations, but also
discussion forums, used for problem solving and other complex
learning tasks. Furthermore, in most other conversations, both
online and face-to-face, either written or spoken, there are
utterances that are referring or continuing one or several
previous ones. However, using such a system would become
difficult and at this moment there is no popular technology that
permits this functionality.
For our study, a small corpus consisting of 8 chat
conversations has been analyzed in order to compute some
statistics with regard to (explicit and implicit) links’ usage and
to provide examples from real world conversations. They
represent conversations of students following the HumanComputer Interaction course from the Department of Computer
Science. The students have to debate which is the best web tool
for collaboration within a company and then to discuss which
tools they would propose to be used by that company for
certain tasks [18]. All the discussions were performed using
ConcertChat, one of the tools designed especially to support
CSCL tasks and which allows the use of explicit references.

Chat-131
Chat-132
Chat-133
Chat-134
Chat-135
Chat-136
Chat-143
Chat-an5
Total / average

Number of
explicit links
340
296
181
207
240
188
284
176
1912

Number of
utterances
430
350
296
261
392
284
419
381
2813

Explicit links
per utterance
0.79
0.85
0.61
0.79
0.61
0.66
0.68
0.46
0.68

The complete distribution of explicit links given the
distance between the two utterances and computed on the data
presented above is displayed in Fig. 1. Moreover, a 6-degree
polynomial trendline that matches the data almost perfectly is
also depicted. From this distribution it is easy to observe that
over 60% of the explicit links are towards one of the previous 3
utterances and that more than 95% of them are pointing to one
of the previous 10 utterances in the conversation. The analysed
data should be representative for multi-party chat conversations
with 4-5 participants that are engaged in collaborative learning
or problem-solving activities as it contains over 2500
utterances and 1900 explicit links.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of explicit links used in 8 chat conversations with 4-5
participants and a total of over 2500 utterances

The analysis of the distribution of explicit links should also
be useful when trying to identify the implicit links that arise
naturally between utterances. However, not all these results can
be extrapolated to implicit links and several points must be
kept in mind:

 Many references that point to the most recent utterance
in the conversation may have not been explicitly
pointed out by the participants due to the fact that
usually in chat, as in other types of dialogues, it is
accustomed to continue the current discourse by
“linking” to the previous utterance. This is also true in
most conversations, either online or face to face, with
only two interlocutors: even if the current utterance
bears the echoes or influences of other utterances as
well, most frequently the previous utterance has the
most important influence.
 There may also be explicit links to utterances that are at
a close distance (2-5) that have not been pointed out for
various reasons, but they are not as frequent as in the
previous case.
The existence of an explicit link does not guarantee that the
influence between the two adjoined utterances is greater than
another connection left implicit. The participant always has to
choose the explicit reference during a discussion that is
unfolding in a rapid rhythm and sometimes this may be rather
challenging. It is important to keep in mind that even a human
participant may sometimes not be able to choose the best
option when so many variants are available.
IV. ARE SEMANTIC LINKS USEFUL FOR ANALYZING CSCL
CHAT CONVERSATIONS?
In this section we are analyzing to what degree different
semantic similarity measures can be used to explain the
(explicit and implicit) links that arise between utterances in
multi-party chat conversations. We are performing a study on
two different levels. The first one is at the macro-level to detect
whether there is a link between the distribution of explicit links
and the one of the average semantic similarity between two
utterances. Second, at a micro-level, we are looking at how
semantic similarity can be used to discover the links in chat
conversations and how useful is the use of this technique alone.
A. Macro-Level Analysis
As we already have a corpus of chat conversations with
explicit links, we first wanted to determine whether semantic
similarity measures are suitable for explaining the choice of
these links. Therefore, a first experiment was to compare the
distribution of the explicit links from the previous section to
the semantic similarity between the current utterance and
utterances that are at a certain distance from it.
Fig. 2 shows the average semantic relatedness scores
computed using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) on the same
corpus of 8 chat conversations with 4-5 participants.
The first observation is that there is a very good
resemblance with the distribution of the explicit links, with two
notable differences. Firstly, the semantic relatedness scores are
varying with the distance from the current utterance less
abruptly, and they tend to stabilize at a slightly smaller distance
(around dist=8, as for explicit links the cut-off can be observed
at dist=9). Secondly, the semantic similarity is decreasing
constantly with the distance until it stabilizes at dist=8;
afterwards the various are so slight that they are just caused by

chance. This differs from the distribution of explicit links
where there was an increase from dist=1 to dist=2, followed by
a similar decrease until dist=9. In conclusion, the two analyzed
distributions are quite alike, except for the fact that the
semantic similarity score for utterances situated at a distance
less or equal to 3 varies in a dissimilar way to the explicit links’
distribution.
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Fig. 2. The average semantic relatedness computed using LSA between the
current utterance and previous ones in the 8 chats corpus

The next step of the research was to determine if these
results are dependent on the measure used for computing the
semantic relatedness between the utterances. Thus, LSA was
replaced with a knowledge-based method by using several
semantic distances computed using WordNet. To this extent, a
first remark is that some of the words used by the students in
the chat conversations do not appear with those specific senses
in the English WordNet. This is visible especially for words
expressing web technologies used for collaboration. For
example, while chat and forum are present in the lexical
database, but with other more usual senses, concepts like wiki
and blog are completely missing. Moreover, word sense
disambiguation was not performed due to the difficulty of this
task especially when using online conversations that have a
different language model and style. Thus, we have preferred to
use the “all senses” approach offered by the WordNet
Similarity API (http://code.google.com/p/ws4j/) that computes
the similarity between all the senses for a given pair of words
and then uses the maximum value as the final score [19].
After computing the semantic similarity between all pairs
of words in the chat corpus, the similarity between two distinct
utterances has been computed using a formula designed for
assessing the sematic relatedness of any two text documents
[20]. In (1), the two texts – in our case, utterances – are T1 and
T2, idf(w) is the inverse document frequency of a word w from
one of the two texts, while maxSim(w, T1) is the maximum
similarity between a given word w in the document T2 and any
word in the document T1:
sim(T 1, T 2) 

 (max Sim ( w, T 2) * idf ( w))
1
* ( wT 1
2
 idf ( w)
wT 1



 (max Sim ( w, T 1) * idf ( w))
)
 idf ( w)

wT 2

wT 2



The results obtained using the semantic similarity measure
proposed by Resnik [21] for one of the chat conversations in
the analyzed corpus are presented in Fig. 3. The evolution is
similar to the one obtained with LSA: there is a decrease of the
similarity with the distance between utterances which stabilizes
at a distance of 8 or 9. However, the semantic similarity scores
are slightly higher using Resnik’s similarity measure for
WordNet (varying from 0.15-0.21) than when using LSA
(which are in the interval 0.06-0.11) for utterances situated at
any distance between 1 and 20. Therefore, the first conclusion
after using this macro-level comparison is that both LSA and
WordNet-based similarity measures are useful for capturing
links between utterances and that both of them express a
similar distribution with the explicit links.
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TABLE II.

DETERMINING THE LINKS

ID

Utterance

User

148

ok.... so what we were
talking about before the
connection issue?
as long as it depends on
an internet connection...
meeting board

Mona

Corin
a

LINK
TO 148

152

about different stages of
a project... a client must
know about them..so
wiki is a good solution
meeting?

Corin
a

LINK
TO 150

153

ok

Stefan

LINK
TO 151

154

so we agree that wiki is
a good solution when
we want to present a
product/the evolution of
a project to a client ?
what about selling our
products..what
technologies we should
use for this?

Corin
a

to sell our products blog
is the best solution

Corin
a

LINK
TO 155

score(166,
155) = 0.38 =
max

A blog would be a good
way to advertise our
products

Mona

LINK
TO 166

score(169,
166) = 0.48 =
max

A forum would be
useful
for
offering
solutions
to
some
problems
that
our
customers have
I
agree...also other
people
can
offer
solutions, not only us

Mona

LINK
TO 180

score(181,
180) = 0.27 =
max

149
150

151

0.15
WordNet similarity score
between utterances
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max
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Fig. 3. The average semantic relatedness between the current utterance and
previous ones in the 8 chats corpus computed using Resnik similarity

B. Micro-Level Analysis
Next, we are presenting a preliminary study on how
effective LSA-based semantic similarity is for the detection of
links between utterances from our chat corpus. We propose to
determine this effectiveness by investigating whether semantic
similarity can be used for the detection of explicit links and to
what extent this method is useful.
In Table 2 are several fragments of a chat conversation
together with the explicit links used by the participants and the
results of using LSA-based semantic similarity as a criterion
for automatically selecting the most appropriate (implicit,
because we consider it to be determined by our method without
any explicit cues being used) reference to a previous utterance.
The rule was very simple: for each utterance there is an
(implicit) link to one of the previous 20 turns that has the
highest similarity score with the current one. The rightmost
column shows the highest such score for the utterances
presented in the table, thus being able not only to point out
several of the explicit links, but also to determine a new
implicit link. An interesting remark is that, using this approach,
links that span over 11 utterances are correctly identified (e.g.
the link from turn 166 to turn 155). On the other hand, it is
clear that not all explicit links can be identified using just the
semantic similarity score, especially the ones that depend on
pragmatic and conversation-specific elements (e.g. adjacency
pairs, signaling turns and others).

166
…
169
…
180

181

TABLE III.

Chat ID
Chat-131
Chat-132
Chat-133
Chat-134
Chat-135
Chat-136
Chat-143
Chat-an5
Average

Corin
a

HOW USEFUL IS THE SEMANTIC SIMILARITY ALONE FOR
COMPUTING THE EXPLICIT LINKS?
References
greater than
10-turn
median
0.44
0.47
0.41
0.45
0.42
0.43
0.45
0.48
0.44

References
greater than
20-turn
median
0.40
0.47
0.41
0.47
0.42
0.45
0.47
0.45
0.44

Pearson correlation:
number of references
– av. semantic score
0.83
0.90
0.81
0.88
0.76
0.92
0.78
0.88
0.84

Table 3 highlights this issue by presenting information
about the effectiveness of using solely the semantic similarity
scores computed using LSA for detecting all the explicit links
in the analyzed discussions. On average, only 44% of the two

utterances that are involved in an explicit link have a semantic
similarity score higher than the median computed for the last
10 and 20 turns. However, there is a very high correlation
(0.84) between the average similarity score and the number of
explicit links at a given distance in number of utterances.

[6]

[7]

[8]

V. CONCLUSIONS
The results presented in this paper can be extrapolated to
the task of detecting new implicit links in other multi-party
chat conversations used for CSCL tasks. Two important
conclusions arise from this study. First, the distribution of
explicit links is very similar to that of the semantic similarity
scores, thus proving that, on a macro-level, both links and
semantic similarity measures have a similar behavior. However
this is not always true when analyzing local elements: an
individual link between two utterances is not always explained
by semantic similarity. This result has already been highlighted
in a previous publication on this topic [22]. However, the
second conclusion is that only around 40% of the explicit links
in our conversations could be explained based mainly on
semantic similarity measures and simple greedy heuristics such
as picking the highest score between pairs of utterances.
In the future, we propose to investigate which measure for
expressing semantic similarity or relatedness is most suitable
for determining most of the explicit links existent in our chat
corpus. A preliminary research started on this topic shows that
Jiang and Conrath’s semantic similarity measure outperforms
Resnik’s [23] and Lin’s [24], but also LSA-based measures, on
our corpus.
Let us conclude with an answer to the question asked in the
title of the paper. Yes, semantic similarity measures are useful
for detecting implicit links in CSCL chat conversations, but
they only account for slightly less than half of these links. The
other half needs to be detected using alternative processing
based on more complex discourse processing techniques that
need to use a mix of syntactic analysis, coherence relations,
dialog acts and pragmatic links.
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